
Are you sure your 
vendors are duly 
depositing GST paid by 
you to the Government?

The Issue

A multinational fast food retail chain operating through a chain of restaurants in India has opted for 
payment of tax at a special rate of 5% under GST without availing Input Tax Credit. As a result, the 
company is not eligible to claim input tax on its inward supplies. As a practice, the company was not 
reconciling its inward supplies with GSTR 2A/2B. 

The total GST paid to the vendors by the company for the years 2017 to 2022 
stands at 

No payment blocking to non-compliant vendors led to interest loss on working capital.

INR 377 cr

No recovery from fraudulent 

vendors led to working capital loss

INR 116 cr (30%)

GST paid to the Government with a 
significant delay in GSTR-1 and 

GSTR-3B filing. 

INR 21.67 cr (6%) 

GST paid to the vendors but not 
reflected in GSTR-2A.

INR 4.67 cr was not deposited to the 
Government

INR 17 cr was under-reported to the 
Government



How did Clear help them tackle fraudulent vendors

Frequent reconciliation 

of PR vs 2A/2B 

Clear Max ITC 

Clear GST 

Clear Max ITC Assisted services by Clear 
experts to identify the past 
period ITC to be recovered

Automated payment blocking 

of non-compliant vendors 

based on reconciliation and 
vendor compliance history

Past period reconciliation 
starting from FY17 to recover 
the amount not paid to the 
government by the vendors

The Impact

Why is it essential to take action immediately 

and recover the ITC from all non-compliant vendors?

If no action taken it can impact your internal control and financial reporting:

Period of limitation - The company might not be able to file a suit against the vendor after 
the expiry of the period of limitation prescribed under the Indian Contract Act

Financial impact - due to loss of GST paid to non-compliant vendors

Discontinuance of business with non-compliant vendors - The vendor is no longer associated 
with you, hence no communication channel

Impact on internal controls - applicable for financial transaction/vendor relationships

Discontinuance of business of non-compliant vendors - The vendor had discontinued the 
business and canceled the GSTIN

Qualified report by audit committee - since the tax team and accounts payable team did 
not work in tandem to ensure that vendors stay compliant with reporting
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